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Abstract: Previous work on psych predicates has so far mostly focused on verbs and
their non-canonical argument structures within and across languages. In this study,
we propose a usage-based account using parallel subtitles in seven European languages in order to examine the intralinguistic and crosslinguistic variation of psychological expressions. We start out from 12 semantically defined psychological
concepts rather than concrete constructions; this allows us to include verbal and nonverbal expressions and thus to assess the variation and distribution of construction
types of psychological expressions found in language use. We show that while there is
a high degree of variation in terms of constructions used within languages, psychological expressions are relatively stable across languages. On the other hand, we find
systematic, crosslinguistic concept-specific preferences for psychological expressions.
Keywords: psych predicates, corpus linguistics, parallel corpora

1 Introduction
In the present paper, we compare various properties of psychological predicates in
seven European languages on the basis of a parallel corpus. Psych verbs have received
much attention from different linguistic approaches because of their coding strategies
including alternations which not only differ from the canonical transitive pattern in
single languages, but which also show a high degree of variation across languages.
With our approach, we are able to address both types of variation. On the one
hand, we base our comparison on semantic concepts rather than on lexemes in
order to capture the syntactic variation that psych concepts exhibit within single
languages. On the other hand, using parallel subtitles of TED talks allows us to
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directly compare the constructions across languages by controlling for the semantic and pragmatic contexts which they occur in.
Psych verbs are a class of verbs defined by their semantic properties, i.e. they
include the two semantic roles of experiencer (EXP) and stimulus (STIM) (cf. Belletti
and Rizzi 1988; Croft 1993; Dowty 1991). The experiencer denotes the referent that
experiences a situation/mental state caused by the stimulus (proto-agent).
Different subtypes of psych verbs can be distinguished based on their semantics
(Bossong 1998; Croft 1993): verbs of cognition (e.g. know, remember), perception
(e.g. see, hear), and emotion (e.g. fear, be happy). In this paper, we will focus on the
psych predicates of emotion, including adjectives, nouns, and other marginal
expressions.
Traditionally, three syntactic types of psych verbs are distinguished with
respect to the case of the experiencer, i.e. nominative, accusative, or dative (Belletti and Rizzi 1988; Landau 2010; Pesetsky 1995). Examples from Belletti and Rizzi
(1988: 1) are given in (1) to illustrate this:
(1)

Italian
a. Gianni
teme
Gianni.NOM fear.3SG
‘Gianni fears this.’
b. Questo
preoccupa
this.NOM worry.3SG
‘This worries Gianni.’
c. Questo
piace
this.NOM please.3SG
‘This pleases Gianni.’

[Belletti and Rizzi 1988: 1]
questo.
this.ACC
(EXP/NOM)
Gianni.
Gianni.ACC
(EXP/ACC)
a
to

Gianni.
Gianni
(EXP/DAT)

Dative experiencers have received much attention in the previous literature
because of the potential status of such experiencers as non-canonical subjects (e.g.
Haspelmath 2001). In addition, the distinction between experiencer-subject and
experiencer-object psych verbs has been discussed extensively in the light of
aspectual-semantic differences: experiencer-subject verbs have been shown to be
more stative and non-agentive, and experiencer-object verbs tend to be causative
and allow for alternations in the syntactic realization of of EXP and STIM
(e.g. Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014; Croft 1993; Dowty 1991; Grimshaw 1990;
Härtl 2001; Iwata 1995; Landau 2010; Pesetsky 1995; Reinhart 2002).1 This so-called
fear-frighten alternation (cf. Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014) is illustrated in (2).
Here, the syntactic alternation between the expressions of EXP and STIM is as
follows: fear <SubjEXP, ObjSTIM> and frighten <SubjSTIM, ObjEXP>
1 See Verhoeven (2010) for a critical discussion of this distinction.
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a.
b.
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I fear the dog.
The dog frightens me.

However, this is by far not the only type of alternation that psych concepts allow
with respect to the coding of EXP and STIM, and this classiﬁcation does not capture
two crucial properties of psych verbs. On the one hand, the syntactic construction
should not only depend on the expression of the experiencer, but also on the one of
the stimulus (accusative in (1a), and nominative in (1b) and (1c)), leading to more
syntactic types of psych verbs that need to be distinguished. In line with this,
Cosma and Engelberg (2014), Engelberg (2018), Kailuweit (2012), Klein and
Kutscher (2005), Kutscher (2009), amongst others, have noted that many languages make use of a greater variety of construction types with psych verbs. On the
other hand, even though psych adjectives and nominals have received much less
attention in previous studies, Bennis (2004), Klimek and Rozwadowska (2004),
Kutscher (2009), Temme (2014) have pointed out that they are equally relevant
from a usage perspective.
Therefore, we do not restrict the present approach to this causative alternation
but include various types of alternations in argument structure that a concept
shows, as is illustrated for the concept INTERESTED in (3).
(3)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

This paper is interesting (for me).
This paper interests me.
I am interested in this paper.
I ﬁnd this paper interesting.
This is an interesting paper.
The title of this paper sounds interesting.

Despite this large body of studies concerned with psych predicates, a systematic
and crosslinguistic overview of the available construction types and their distribution is still lacking, as Engelberg (2018: 52) notes:
There is also a lack of cross-linguistic studies in order to establish the extent to which
language-specific versus cross-linguistic semantic and grammatical conditions determine
the quantitative distribution patterns in the domain of argument structures.

Regarding psych predicates, especially the question of the impact of languageinternal properties and semantic properties of the psych concept is far from
answered. While Kutscher (2009), Primus (2004), Verhoeven (2010) ﬁnd substantial cross-linguistic differences in the expression of equivalent psych predicates, Cosma and Engelberg (2014) note that different syntactic realizations of STIM
show strong and similar predicate-speciﬁc preferences in both German and
Romanian.
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The aim of the present study is to address this latter question; to do so, we use a
parallel corpus. This non-restrictive approach allows us to address the question of
language-internal variation of construction types (including nominals, adjectives,
and other complex expressions) across different psychological concepts (e.g. like,
fear, be happy) and languages.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our methodology,
presenting the corpus and the annotation. We then present the major types of
psych expression found in our dataset in Section 3, distinguishing them according
to their construction type, the syntactic as well as the lexical realization of the
experiencer and the stimulus. On the basis of that, the last part of the section
proposes a more general classiﬁcation of psych predicates with three major types.
With this distinction of psych predicate types in place, Section 4 then examines
whether the language or the concept has a higher impact on the realization of the
psych expression. Section 5 discusses our results, comparing them to previous
ﬁndings in the literature; Section 6 concludes.

2 Methodology
2.1 Using a parallel corpus
The aim of this paper is to compare how a number of European languages express
psych predicates. To do so, we make use of a parallel corpus. A parallel corpus
allows to keep the semantics and pragmatics of the contexts in which the psych
constructions appear constant across languages. By now there is a considerable
amount of work on multiply parallel corpora (Cysouw and Wälchli 2007; Dahl
2007; Fraisse et al. 2018; Levshina 2015, 2016; Mayer and Cysouw 2013; Verkerk
2014). Although subtitles ideally always convey the same meaning across different
languages, we always have to deal with some minor discrepancies. To mitigate this
effect, we manually inspected all the sentences used while building the dataset.
The second advantage of using subtitles is that they offer relatively naturalistic
examples. Word frequencies extracted from movie subtitles have been shown to
predict speakers’ performance in various psycholinguistic studies better than
other types of corpora (e.g. Keuleers et al. 2010; New et al. 2007), and are a
reasonably good source for corpus data. Levshina (2017) comes to a similar
conclusion, namely that movie subtitles are comparable to larger, e.g. British or
American, corpora of spoken and written English, and that they generally resemble
the register of informal communication.
The obvious downside that subtitles may pose is that they are based on
translations, which may bias the types of constructions used by the translators.
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That is, the source language (usually English) may bias the translators towards
using certain forms more often than they would normally do. Being aware of this
potential confound and given the advantages, we nevertheless see the corpus as
suited for the analysis of psychological predicates.

2.2 Dataset and annotation
To build our dataset, we used the TED Parallel Corpus (Kulkarni 2015) for the
following languages: Spanish, French, Portuguese, German, Dutch, BCS (BosnianCroatian-Serbian), and Russian. The corpus contains a total of 176,692 parallel
sentences. The choice of the languages selected was restricted by the availability of
languages in the TED Parallel Corpus (additionally including Arabic, Chinese,
Hebrew, Japanese, Korean) and by our linguistic expertise; we selected those
languages for which we were able to manually annotate the psych expressions of
interest. While it would certainly be desirable to include Non-Indo-European
languages to capture more of the crosslinguistic diversity, we are not aware of a
larger, POS-tagged and morphosyntactically annotated, massively parallel corpus
of naturalistic speech, which is why we can only focus on a comparison of
Germanic, Romance, and Slavic in this paper. We tagged the Spanish, Russian,
German, Dutch and French parts using TreeTagger (Schmid 1995, 2013).2
We considered semantic concepts with their different realization strategies
rather than lexemes. Using concepts instead of lexemes has been done in other
cross-linguistic studies, for instance Malchukov and Comrie (2015), Malchukov
et al. (2010) comparing valency classes and ditransitive constructions and
Kutscher (2009) for psych-predicates. Because we are interested in the variation of
psych expression in language use, we do not restrict our study to psych verbs but
also consider psych adjectives, nominals, adverbs, and other complex constructions if they occur in the same contexts as psych predicates in other languages in
the parallel corpus. To extract the sentences, we searched the subcorpus of each
language for the following 12 psych concepts: LIKE, LOVE, HATE, ENJOY, WORRY, (BE)
INTEREST(ING/ED), (BE) UPSET, (BE) SURPRISE(D), FEAR/BE AFRAID/FRIGHTEN, (BE) SAD(DEN),
(BE) BORE(D), and BE/MAKE HAPPY. We did this by searching for all the corresponding
expressions of these concepts in any syntactic construction that the target language allows for. For Spanish, for instance, in order to search for the concept (BE)
INTEREST(ING/ED), we searched for sentences containing all lexemes whose stem
2 TreeTagger did not work properly for Portuguese and BCS (Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian),
possibly because of encoding issues in the corpus. This, however, does not affect the results as
such, since the tagging was only used to make the queries of psych expressions easier.
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corresponds to interes; for HATE, we extracted all clauses including the stems detest
(‘detest’), odi (‘hate’), aborrec (‘abhor’), etc.3 For the tagged subcorpora, we could
automate the searches by lemmas to a certain extent; for BCS and Portuguese, we
searched for strings using regular expressions. While we searched for the relevant
lexemes in each of the seven languages, we always extracted all corresponding,
parallel sentences from the other six languages, respectively, which resulted in a
large pre-sample of all relevant psych expressions in all the seven languages with
all their counterparts in the other six languages. Here, counterpart means the
corresponding sentence from the subtitles, which is very likely to be a psych
expression proper as well, as it is used to convey the same meaning, but some of
the counterpart sentences may also use expressions that would otherwise not
necessarily be classiﬁed as a psych expression in the strict sense.4 The reason to
proceed in that way is to be able to include the distribution of different psych
constructions in language use without restricting our analysis a priori to certain
types of more frequent or well-discussed constructions. We would argue that
constructions that may not be psych expressions in the strict sense can nevertheless be used to convey a meaning related to a psychological predicate (otherwise, we would not ﬁnd it via our extraction method), which makes them relevant
for the analysis of the distribution of psych expressions in language use.
From all matched sentences in the pre-sample, we randomly extracted 100 sentences per concept,5 from which we then manually selected 30 aligned parallel sentence sets containing a complete and identiﬁable psych expression in all seven
languages. Those sentences were then manually annotated.6 We annotated the
dataset for several properties, coding each sentence for the properties pertaining to the
psych expression itself as well as to the realization of EXP and STIM, as listed in Table 1.
3 We selected the corresponding lexemes in the seven languages on the basis of our own
knowledge, by additionally consulting a native speaker of BCS, and by searching for all translations of each concept provided in English-target language dictionaries. Therefore, the number of
lexemes used for the 12 concepts varied by language and concept.
4 For instance, the experiencer may be left implicit in some sentences but may be explicit in other
sentences from a set of parallel sentences. As an anonymous reviewer pointed out, such instances
may not comply with the awareness condition requiring a sentient experiencer that experiences a
certain mental state (cf. Landau 1999; Temme 2014, 2018). We would argue that, nevertheless,
there is an implicit experiencer which can be omitted syntactically, while the expression still
complies with the awareness condition in that the sentient experiencer is given implicitly by the
discourse context.
5 In some cases, a language had fewer than 100 sentences, in which case we used all sentences
for the following step.
6 We had to remove 29 individual sentences during the manual annotation for lacking a psych
expression comparable to the ones in the other languages. Therefore, our ﬁnal dataset contains
30 × 12 × 7 − 29 = 2491 sentences.
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Table : Properties annotated.
Property

Category
Voice
Negation
Type of construction

Number
Syntactic realization
Lexical realization
Number
Syntactic realization
Lexical realization

Possible values
Properties pertaining to the psych expression
Adjective (attr.), adjective (pred.), adverb, noun, verb
Active, passive
YES, no
Transitive, intransitive (with dative oblique arguments), reﬂexive,
light, adjectival, nominal, adverbial, complex
Properties pertaining to the experiencer
Singular, plural
Nominative, nominative.reﬂexive, accusative, dative, oblique,
nominal.attribute, drop, null
Noun, pro, drop, null
Properties pertaining to the stimulus
Singular, plural
Nominative, nominative.reﬂexive, accusative, oblique, drop, clausal,
predicate, null
Noun, pro, drop, vp, null

As mentioned above, we did not restrict our analysis to psychological verbs
but included adjectives, adverbs, and nouns, which corresponds to the category of
the psych expression. The voice of the clause containing the psych expression was
annotated for the following reason: since psych expressions can differ in the
agentivity ascribed to the experiencer, we expected the passive voice as an
argument-promoting/-demoting operation to have a potential preference for and
against certain psych concepts. Since passive clauses were very infrequent in our
dataset overall (10 out of 2491 clauses), its distribution across concepts could not
be tested in this study.7 We also included clausal negation, as it can interact with
the aspectual semantics of the predicate, which is why we assumed that it may
occur more frequent with certain concepts than with others. However, negated
clauses were relatively rare as well (320 out of 2491), and we did not ﬁnd any
distributional effect regarding different psych concepts, which is why we will not
discuss negation in the remainder of this paper either. The types of construction
distinguished are shown and discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.
For both argument roles, EXP and STIM, we annotated the grammatical number,
syntactic realization, and lexical realization. Number was annotated to control for
potential effects of e.g. plurals that are more often used for generic expressions
which could be used to mention EXP or STIM but in a less speciﬁed way. Since we did
not ﬁnd any effect of number with respect to different psych concepts, we do not
7 Interestingly, 9 of the 10 passives occurred with the concept HATE.
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discuss number of EXP and STIM in the remainder of this paper. The syntactic and
lexical realizations of EXP and STIM are expected to vary across different psych
concepts and languages; to what extent and how systematically they vary will be
discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.

3 The main types of psych constructions
As has been outlined in the previous section, we find a much greater diversity with
respect to the formal expression of psych predicates than the three ones given in
(1). In this section, we will provide examples from our dataset to illustrate this
variation along four parameters: the word class of the psych expression, the
construction type, as well as the syntactic and lexical realizations of EXP and STIM.
We do not aim at an exhaustive classiﬁcation here; instead, we systematically
show the degree of variation of psych expressions.

3.1 Types by word class and construction
Psych expressions can be distinguished on the basis of the word class expressing the
psych concept. We distinguish between verbal, adjectival, nominal, and adverbial
psych expressions. As is shown in Figure 1, verbal and adjectival expressions
correspond to the most frequent types in our dataset, while nominal ones are less
common and adverbial psych expressions are only marginal across the seven languages. This distribution being not entirely unexpected, it is remarkable that we ﬁnd
more non-verbal than verbal expressions in total. Studies on psych predicates have
almost solely focused on verbs, neglecting the role of nouns and adjectives in psych
constructions (Bennis 2004; Rozwadowska 2017). The distributions in our dataset
clearly show from a usage perspective that non-verbal expressions are equally relevant for the coding of psychological concepts. Examples (4) to (7) show these major
types of verbal, adjectival, nominal, and adverbial psych expressions, respectively.8
(4)

Verbal psych expressions, Portuguese.
O
que
me
interessa
nessa
palestra
EXPL
COMP
1SG.ACC interest.3SG in.this presentation
são os carros
are the cars.NOM
‘What interests me in this presentation are the cars.’

8 All of the following examples are taken from our ﬁnal dataset.
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Figure 1: Overall frequencies of the word classes of psych expressions.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Adjectival psych expression, Spanish
Los desempleados
son extraordinariamente
the unemployed.PL.NOM are extraordinarily
‘The unemployed people are extraordinarily unhappy.’
Nominal psych expression, German
Jederzeit
und überall
ohne
Furcht
all.the.time and everywhere without fear
‘To tweet anytime and anywhere without fear.’

infelices.
unhappy.PL

zu
to

tweeten.
tweet.INF

Adverbial psych expression, Russian
i
oni,
xot’
očen’ ne
oxotno, no podtverdili.
and they.NOM though very NEG willingly but confirm.PST.3PL
‘And they, although not very willingly, nevertheless conﬁrmed.

One may argue that the expression in (7) is not a psych expression, or at least not a
prototypical one. We want to point out that, due to the way psych expressions were
extracted as parallel sets in seven languages, not all languages always feature
prototypical psych expressions. Since the aim of our paper is the comparison of
constructions that express different types of psych concepts in different languages,
we also include constructions which may not be classified as psych expressions
proper, but which nevertheless convey the psych meaning and are used in the
same contexts in which we find psych expressions in the other languages. Example
(8) illustrates this for (7), giving the corresponding expressions, i.e. those that were
used in the same context, from the other six languages.
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Parallel expressions of ‘although not very willingly’ in (7)
a. German
und ihnen
gefällt
es
nicht
and them.DAT please.PRS.3SG it.NOM NEG
b. Dutch
zij
vinden
het
niet leuk
they.NOM find.PRS.3PL it.ACC NEG nice
c. Portuguese
e
eles
não gostaram
and they.NOM NEG like.PST.3PL
d. Spanish
y
a
ellos
no
les
gusta
and to them.DAT NEG them.DAT please.PRS.3SG
e. French
et
ils
n’-apprécient
pas
and they.NOM NEG-appreciate.PRS.3PL NEG
f. BCS
ne
sviđa
im
se
procedura
NEG
like.PRS.SG them.DAT REFL.ACC procedure.NOM
‘(and) they do not like it (the procedure)’

As we can see in (8), we do find a typical psych verb in German, Portuguese,
Spanish, French, and BCS. The German and Spanish verbs have dative experiencers, while French and Portuguese uses a transitive verb with the experiencer as
the nominative subject. In BCS, the psych verb used is reflexive, and Dutch shows a
light verb construction with vinden ‘ﬁnd’ in the same context.
The types of psych expressions illustrated in (4) to (7) can in turn be divided
into a number of different construction types. Figure 2 presents the syntactic psych
constructions that we ﬁnd across the seven languages in our dataset.9
Predicative adjectives form the most frequent type of psych constructions.
Almost equally frequent are transitive constructions with a psych verb. Considerably less frequent but by no means marginal in our dataset are syntactically
9 We are aware of the fact that similar constructions in different languages may have different
properties. For instance, Russian reﬂexives and German reﬂexives do not necessarily behave the
same in all respects. We have tried to group the constructions in the different languages into
roughly similar categories by focusing on their main features and functions. Also, the languages
and construction types included here are fairly similar and allow for crosslinguistic comparisons.
As an in-depth discussion of the categories and labels used would go beyond the scope of this
paper, we will illustrate every construction type and all major, relevant patterns using corpus
examples from all seven languages.
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Figure 2: Overall frequency of the syntactic psych constructions.

reflexive verbs, closely followed by light verb constructions (with mostly nouns,
adjectives and verbs in two cases) and attributive adjectives. Nominal constructions are slightly less frequent, followed by intransitive verbs. The two minor types
are adverbial and complex constructions. The following paragraphs will provide
examples for a selection of those psych constructions.
Verbal psych expressions show the greatest variety in terms of syntactic
constructions and can further be distinguished according to the argument structure of the verb, determining the realization of EXP and STIM. In the dataset, we
mainly ﬁnd transitive verbs but also intransitives and (formal) reﬂexives that can
express both arguments. While transitives (9) code both EXP and STIM as core
arguments, intransitives (10) and reﬂexives (11) generally feature EXP as the subject
and STIM as an oblique object (e.g. prepositional phrase):
(9)

(10)

Transitive, Dutch
We
haten de regering.
the government.ACC
we.NOM hate
‘We hate the government.’
Intransitive + PP
a. BCS
Možete uživati u nečijoj
patnji.
can.2PL enjoy
at others.DAT suffering
‘You can enjoy other peoples’ suffering.’
b. Portuguese
Gostaram mais do
vinho rotulado
like.PST.3PL more of.the wine marked

com
with

o
the

preço.
price
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mais
caro
most
expensive
‘They liked the wine marked as most expensive more.’
(11)

Reﬂexive + PP, BCS
Zašto se
toliko brinete
oko
toga,
gospodine
why
REFL.ACC only
worry.2PL about that.GEN mister.VOC
Rendi?
Rendi
‘Why is it that you worry so much about that, Mr. Rendi?’

In contrast, there is only a small number of intransitive psych constructions in the
dataset, most of which only express EXP and leave STIM syntactically unexpressed.
Example (12) shows this for Portuguese, Russian, and German.
(12)

Intransitive
a. Portuguese
Porque a
verdade é que, os patrocinadores adoram.
because the truth
is COMP the sponsors.NOM
love.3PL
‘Because the truth is that the sponsors love (it).’
b. Russian
i
ljubite,
kak tol’ka smožete.
and love.IMPER.2PL as
only
can.IMPER.2PL
‘And love as much as you can.’
c. German
Sie
trauern,
sie
erfahren
ihn
und dann
3PL.NOM be.sad.3PL they.NOM experience it.ACC and then
gehen
sie
los.
go.3PL
they PTCL:start
‘They are sad, they experience it [the pain] and then they leave.’

A relatively large number of psych constructions in the corpus is non-verbal. The
most common ones are adjectival with a predicative adjective, as was shown in
example (5) for Spanish; another example is given in (13) for Russian. Adjectives
which are nominal attributes can equally be used to express psychological predicates; two examples are given in (14).
(13)

Predicative adjective, Russian
mne
kažet-sja,
čto
obrazovanie
interesno
1SG.DAT seem.3SG-REFL COMP education.NOM interesting
‘It seems to me that education is interesting to everybody.’

vsem.
all.DAT
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Attributive adjective
a. Spanish
[…] pero es
solo una aburrida línea
verde.
but
be.3SG only a
boring
line.NOM green
‘But (it) is only a boring green line.’
b. French
J’-ai
alors réalisé
que la science
1sg.nom-have.1sg thus realize.ptcp comp the science.nom
n’-est pas seulement une matière ennuyeuse.
NEG-is
NEG
only
a
topic
boring
‘So I have realized that science is not only a boring topic.’

In the two Slavic languages of the dataset, Russian and BCS, some expressions
share properties of both predicative adjectives and adverbs. In order to keep the
expressions comparable cross-linguistically, constructions as the ones shown in
(15) will be regarded as predicative adjective constructions for the purposes of the
present paper.
(15)

Predicative adjective
a. BCS
Ako im
je dosadno, mogu
da
idu
dalje.
if
3PL.DAT is boring
can.3PL COMP go.3PL further
‘If you are bored, you can go on.’
b. Russian
ja
skazal, čto
kogda mne
grustno […]
1SG.NOM say.PST COMP when 1SG.DAT sad
‘I said, when I am sad […]’

Another major type of non-verbal psych predicates are psychological nouns.
Nouns are either used as an argument, an adjunct or non-argument (often together
with a preposition), as a predicate, or in a light verb construction. Examples for
psych nouns that are used as arguments, as non-arguments, and as predicates are
given in (16), (17), and (18), respectively.
(16)

Noun as argument
a. Portuguese
[…] para realçar
estes
for
highlight.INF these.ACC
‘[…] to highlight these pleasures.’

prazeres.
pleasure.PL.ACC
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b.

French
Mais la peur
rôdait
déjà
dans nos esprits
but
the fear.NOM roam.PST.3SG already in
our minds
avant cela.
before that
‘But the fear was already roaming through our minds before that.’

(17)

Noun as non-argument
a. Portuguese
Esse cruzamento
era
sem
graça e
anônimo.
this crossing.NOM was without grace and anonymous
‘This crossing was graceless and anonymous.’
b. Russian
i
znaete,
my
ne
zanimaem-sja
etim
and
know.2PL we.NOM NEG engage.in.1PL-REFL this.INSTR
ot
skuki.
from boredom.GEN
‘And you know, we do not engage in this from boredom.’

(18)

Noun as predicate
a. German
Also ist es keine
große
Überraschung, dass
thus is it no.NOM big.NOM surprise.NOM
COMP
einige
gute
Konzepte
herumliegen.
some.NOM good.NOM concepts.NOM lie.around.PRS.3PL
‘Thus, it is not a big surprise that some good concepts are lying
around.’
b. Dutch
Dat
waren de angsten
die
in de verbeelding van
those were
the fears.NOM which in the imagination of
deze
arme mensen rondspookten.
these poor people haunt.PST.3PL
‘Those were the fears that were wandering through the
imagination of these poor people.’

Nouns that are involved in psychological expressions are also often found in light
verb constructions, e.g. together with the verbs have, feel, or ﬁnd. Two examples for
light verb constructions with psychological nouns are shown in (19) for German
and Spanish.
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Noun with light verb
a. German
Und
manchmal hab’
ich
das Gefühl,
ich
and
sometimes have.1SG 1SG.NOM the feeling.ACC 1SG.NOM
kann
nicht richtig Spaß
haben, […]
can.1SG NEG really
fun.ACC have.INF
‘And sometimes I have the feeling, I cannot really enjoy […]’
b. Spanish
¿No tienes
miedo de que nunca vayas
a tener
NEG have.2SG fear.ACC of COMP never AUX.2SG to have.INF
éxito?
success.ACC
‘Are you not afraid that you might never be successful?’

There are a number of other types of light verb constructions in the corpus, e.g.
consisting of a psychological adjective and a light verb, as (20) shows with examples from Dutch and French.
(20)

Adjective with light verb
a. Dutch
Zij
vinden het
niet leuk, maar ze
bevestigen
3PL.NOM find.3PL it.ACC NEG nice but
3PL confirm.3PL
het
wel.
it.ACC well
‘They do not like it, but they still conﬁrm it.’
b. French
SI vous
voulez
nous
rendre
heureux […]
if 2PL.NOM want.2PL 1PL.ACC make.INF happy
‘If you want to make us happy […]’

Another, similar, type of verbal psych expression are those that involve causatives,
as in example (21). Since the languages examined in this study all have analytical
causative constructions, we included those as light verb constructions in the
annotation.10
(21)

Causative, Spanish
Si te
hago
sentir
if 2SG.ACC make.1SG feel.INF
‘If I make you feel sad, […]’

triste, […]
sad

10 Note that these are the cases that appear as light verb constructions with a verbal psych word
in Figure 2.
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Finally, the constructions which consist of multi-word expressions but do not
neatly fall into any of the other categories, are treated as complex constructions.
The example in (22) shows a Spanish sentence in which the concept bore is
expressed by such a fixed expression.
(22)

Complex, Spanish
La intersección
no tenía
antes
the intersection.NOM no have.PST.3SG before
nombre.
name
‘The intersection was boring and nameless.’

Carácter
character

ni
nor

3.2 Types by the realization of EXP and STIM
Another straight-forward way to distinguish between different psych constructions
is based on the syntactic realization of the experiencer and the stimulus. Figures 3
and 4 show the distribution of the realization of EXP and STIM in the dataset,
respectively.
The experiencer argument shows a very clear trend to be expressed as nominative argument. It is also relatively often left implicit, i.e. syntactically unexpressed (null). Experiencers marked as null belong to psych constructions in which
EXP is not explicit (and potentially not relevant) but inferable from the context or

Figure 3: Overall syntactic realizations of the experiencer.
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Figure 4: Overall syntactic realizations of the stimulus.

the discourse situation. While present semantically in an implicit way, we refer to
such experiencers as null experiencers, for being unexpressed on the syntactic and
lexical level. The example in (23) shows implicit (null) experiencers in German,
Russian, and French (also cf. (17a) and (14a)).
(23)

Implicit (null) experiencer
a. German
Ich
behaupte nur, dass es
nicht langweilt […]
1SG.NOM claim.1SG only COMP it.NOM NEG bore.3SG
‘I only claim that it is not boring […]’
b. Russian
oni
ne
prosto
govorili, čto ono
prijatnee,
3PL.NOM NEG simply
say.PST.PL COMP it.NOM nicer
čto
ono
nravit-sja
bol’še
COMP
it.NOM please.3SG-REFL more
‘They did not simply say that it was nicer, more pleasant.’
c. French
Elle
était détestée […]
3SG.F.NOM was hated.SG.F
‘She was hated […]’

Dropped experiencers, on the other hand, are those experiencers in languages with
pro-drop that are not realized by a lexical or pronominal referential marker, i.e.
some nominal form, but whose high discourse-activation allows them to be left
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implicit, while often being cross-referenced on the verb. Two examples of EXP drop
are given in (24) (cf. also examples (10), (11), (21), (19b)).
(24)

Dropped experiencer
a. Spanish
[…]tres meses después están a la vez más felices
[…]three months later
be.3PL at the time more happy.PL
y
menos deprimidos.
and less
depressed.PL
‘Three months later [they] are at the same time happier and less depressed.’
b. Portuguese
Sabe,
não fazemos
isso por puro tédio.
know.3SG NEG do.PRS.1PL this for pure boredom
‘You [polite] know, [we] do not do this out of pure boredom.’

Less frequent but still crosslinguistically relevant syntactic realizations of EXP
include nominative.reﬂexive, accusative, dative. What is coded as nominative.refelexive in Figure 3 has EXP expressed as the subject of a formally reﬂexive verb, as
in example (11) or (25) below. Experiencers expressed as accusative objects can be
seen in e.g. examples (20b) and (26) below.
(25)

(26)

Reﬂexive, French
Et
si on
s’-ennuie,
on
peut
and if one.NOM REFL-bore.3SG one.NOM can.3SG
quelque chose d’-autre.
something.ACC of-else
‘And if one is bored, one can watch something else.’
Accusative experiencer, Russian
[…]tak
kak
oni
menja
like.that how 3PL.NOM 1SG.ACC
‘[…] since they are scaring me.’

regarder
watch.INF

pugajut.
scare.3PL

Psych expressions with dative experiencers are often treated as the prototypical
psych verb construction. They do also occur in our dataset; however, as can be
seen Figure 3, dative experiencers are very infrequent in the languages included
here. Examples of dative experiencers are given in (27) for BCS, German, and
Spanish.
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Dative experiencer
a. BCS
Ako bi sve krave
bile ljubičaste takođe bi
if
IRR all cows.NOM were violet
that
IRR
dosadile.
bore.PST.PL
‘If all cows were purple, it would also be boring for you.’
b. German
Aber es
missﬁel mir
auch, […]
but
it.NOM annoy
1SG.DAT also
‘But it also annoyed me, […].’
c. Spanish
Chicas
a
las que les
gustan
las
girls.NOM to the REL 3PL.DAT please.3PL the
‘Girls who like girls.’

vam
you.PL.DAT

chicas.
girls.NOM

Other minor syntactic realizations of experiencers include their realization as an
oblique argument (28) and as a nominal attribute, e.g. possessives, genitives, (29).
(28)

(29)

Prepositional experiencer, Portuguese
E
aquela questão,
desta
maneira, é
and that
question.NOM of.this manner
be.PRS.3SG
divertida
para mim.
enjoyable for
1SG.OBL
‘And that question, like that, is very enjoyable for me.’

muito
very

Nominal attribute experiencer, French
[…]utilise l’-iPhone
pour contrôler
le
bonheur
des
[…]use.3SG the-iPhone for control.INF the happiness.ACC of.the.PL
gens
en temps réel.
people
in time real
‘…uses the iPhone to control the happiness of the people in real time.’

For the syntactic expression of STIM, on the other hand, Figure 4 shows that it is left
implicit (null) in the majority of the psych expressions of the dataset. This is also
the case in many of the examples given in this section, e.g. in (12b) or (15). If STIM is
syntactically expressed, we ﬁnd the following three main strategies across the
seven languages: oblique object (cf. (10), (11)), nominative (cf. (23), and accusative
object (cf. (9a), (20a), (26), (27)).
In contrast to the experiencer argument, we also find a number of stimuli that
correspond to events and are expressed as clauses which often appear as complements of the psych predicate, as in example (30). In addition to clausal stimuli
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that form an argument of the psych verb, the corpus also features clausal stimuli
that occur outside of the clause containing the psych expression; two examples of
such external STIM clauses are shown in (31).
(30)

Clausal stimulus (complement)
a. German
[…] war
ich
begeistert, [dass ich
endlich neue
COMP 1SG.NOM finally new
was.1SG 1SG.NOM excited
Kunstmaterialien kaufen konnte.]STIM.
art.materials.ACC buy.INF can.PST.1SG
‘[…] I was excited that I could ﬁnally buy new art materials.’
b. French
On
déteste
[perdre de l’-argent]STIM.
one.NOM hate.3SG lose.INF of the money
‘One hates to lose money.’

(31)

Clausal stimulus (external)
a. Portuguese
A
maioria
está feliz.
[Estão
de férias]STIM.
the majority.NOM is
happy are.3PL of vacation
‘The majority is happy. They are on vacation.’
b. Russian
[čem
vy
bliže
k Severnoj Koree]STIM,
this.INSTR 2PL.NOM closer to North.DAT Korea.DAT
tem
bol’še vy
napugany.
that.INSTR more 2PL.NOM scared
‘The closer you are to North Korea, “the more scared” you are.’

The distribution of lexical realizations of both EXP and STIM is shown in Figure 5. We
see that EXP is much more frequently dropped (drop) or expressed by a pronoun
(pro) than STIM; the stimulus, on the other hand, is more often expressed as a noun
or left implicit (null). In addition, the stimulus can occur as a verb phrase (vp).
To conclude this section, we showed that we deal with a variety of different
psych constructions if psych expressions other than verbs are included. Their
frequency distribution, however, also shows clear tendencies for both EXP and
STIM. Experiencers are overwhelmingly often expressed as nominatives, accusatives, or datives, or are left implicit. Thus, experiencers are clearly preferred to be
expressed by core cases or not to be realized at all. On the other hand, stimuli are
left implicit in most of the psych expressions in the dataset; if explicit, they are
expressed as accusative or oblique objects.
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Figure 5: Lexical realizations of the experiencer and the stimulus.

3.3 The relation between construction, and realization of EXP
and STIM
The previous two sections gave an overview of the types of psych expressions,
classifying them according to the (i) main category of the psych expression, (ii) the
construction and (iii) the realization patterns of their EXP and STIM. This section will
provide a brief discussion of how these two dimensions interact. Figures 6 and 7
show the relation between construction types and syntactic and lexical realizations of EXP (left) and STIM (right), respectively. In addition to trivial associations between construction types and syntactic realizations of EXP and STIM, e.g.
EXP as nominative.reﬂexive in reﬂexive constructions or a very high proportion of
accusative STIM in transitive constructions, we ﬁnd one non-trivial interaction: EXP
is left syntactically unexpressed in nominal and adjectival constructions much
more than in all other verbal construction types. This means that, generally, nonverbal psych expressions have the tendency to focus less on the EXP than all other
verbal psych expressions. Other than that, however, there does not seem to be a
strong relation between construction types and syntactic realizations of EXP and
STIM.
The association between construction type and lexical realization in Figure 7
paints a similar picture; there are no strong tendencies between those two parameters for neither EXP nor STIM, the only exception being a general difference
between verbal and non-verbal constructions. In non-verbal constructions, EXP
(and STIM to a lesser extent) is much less likely to be expressed pronominally and
more likely to be not expressed at all than in verbal constructions.
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Figure 6: Association between construction and syntactic realization of EXP and STIM.

Figure 7: Association between construction and lexical realization of EXP and STIM.

What this very brief overview illustrated is that there is a large number of combinations across the dimensions of construction type, syntactic realizations of EXP
and STIM, as well as lexical realizations of EXP and STIM, if we consider psych expressions in usage. In order to examine if this variation is structured and, if so, to what
extent single languages or concepts can account for certain preferences, we propose a
systematic and meaningful way of compressing the variation in Section 3.4.

3.4 A general classification of psych constructions
The literature on psych predicates has usually made the general distinction between experiencer-subject and experiencer-object verbs (e.g. Belletti and Rizzi
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1988; Croft 1993; Haspelmath 2001; Landau 2010; Pesetsky 1995). While there is no
doubt that this general distinction is syntactically and semantically motivated and
insightful, the examples from the previous section showed that a two-way
distinction of experiencer-subject and experiencer-object psych verbs does not
capture the patterns and variation found in language use: it leaves out non-verbal,
light verb or other, complex psych expressions, and it does not capture the possible
realizations of stimuli, nor the distribution of different lexical realizations of both
experiencer and stimuli.
Thus, taking into account these properties, we propose to include the construction type as well as the syntactic and lexical realizations of EXP and STIM in a classiﬁcation of psych expressions. By doing so, we can deﬁne criteria on each of these three
levels which either make the experiencer or the stimulus or neither more prominent
than the other. This leaves us with three possible classes of psych expressions: If EXP is
more prominent, the construction is EXP-oriented, and, mutatis mutandis, a construction is STIM-oriented if STIM is more prominent. If both arguments have a comparable degree of prominence in the construction, we will treat it as balanced.
Making an argument prominent can be achieved in many different ways; we
adapted the case hierarchy (Primus 1999) and the accessibility hierarchy
(Ariel 1988) for our purposes in order to operationalize prominence on the basis of
the syntactic and lexical realizations of EXP and STIM. The case hierarchy that we
use is given in (32) and the accessibility hierarchy is shown in (33).
(32)

Case hierarchy
NOM > ACC > DAT > OBL

(33)

> null

Accessibility hierarchy
DROP > PRO > NOUN > VP > null

This general case hierarchy makes the distinction between nominative, accusative,
dative, and other, oblique cases, adding implicit (null) EXP and STIM at the bottom
of the hierarchy. We treat a psych expression as EXP-oriented if its syntactic realizations with EXP substantially higher on the scale than STIM, i.e. if EXP is
expressed as nominative with STIM as oblique argument or null. The same holds
vice versa for STIM. If both arguments are expressed as core arguments, i.e.
nominative, accusative, or dative, we treat the construction as balanced. In terms
of lexical prominence, we use the accessibility hierarchy in the following way: If
EXP is higher on the scale than STIM, the construction is EXP-oriented; again, the
same holds vice versa for STIM. If neither is higher on the accessibility scale, the
construction is balanced. In addition to the syntactic and lexical realizations of EXP
and STIM, we include the construction type in the following way: the construction
being an intransitive or reﬂexive verb with EXP/STIM as nominative, the expression
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is classiﬁed as EXP/STIM-oriented on the level of the construction. Expressions with
transitive verbs include EXP and STIM as nominative and accusative arguments by
default, which is why we treat those as balanced constructions.
Proceeding this way, each construction in our dataset has three potentially
contradicting scores for being EXP/STIM-oriented and balanced. Fulﬁlling one of the
relevant criteria on the level of construction as well as of syntactic lexical realizations of EXP and STIM adds 1 to the score (starting out with 0 for all three
classes). The overall distribution of scores assigned in our dataset is shown in
Figure 8; it includes three scores, namely one for EXP-oriented, one for STIM-oriented, and one for balanced per expression. The minimum score of all three classes
was 0 (if an expression did not fulﬁll any of the criteria of a given class), and the
maximum score was 3 (if an expression met three criteria of a given class).
We then compared the three scores for each expression and assigned it the
class with the highest score. In case of a tie between EXP-oriented and STIM-oriented, we assigned the construction to the balanced class. When a tie between the
balanced score and one of the other classes occurred, we assigned the construction
to either EXP-oriented or STIM-oriented. The reasoning behind this decision is that if
a construction has an equal number of balanced and e.g. STIM-oriented properties,
we can assign it to the latter class because it arguably does not have a sufﬁcient
number of properties of the EXP-oriented class.
For instance, (30b), repeated as (34) below, is balanced on the construction
level, as it contains a transitive verb. Also the syntactic realization adds a score to
the balanced class, since both arguments are core cases with EXP, on ‘one’, in the
nominative and STIM, perdre de l’argent ‘to lose money’, in the accusative. On the
lexical level, the expression scores as EXP-oriented for EXP being expressed pronominally and STIM being expressed as a VP. In such a case of 2:1 for balanced:EXPoriented, we classiﬁed the expression as balanced.
(34)

Balanced, French
On
déteste
perdre
one.NOM hate.3SG lose.INF
‘One hates to lose money.’

de
of

l’-argent.
the-money

An EXP-oriented expression is shown in (21), repeated here as (35). Its construction
being a causative construction, it does not contribute any score. On the syntactic
level, the expression is balanced, as both arguments are expressed by core cases.
On the lexical level, however, EXP is dropped and therefore considered more
prominent than STIM, which is realized pronominally, scoring for EXP-oriented. As
mentioned above, we resolve such a tie between balanced and EXP-oriented in
favor of the latter.
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Figure 8: Scores across classes.

(35)

Experiencer-oriented, Spanish
Si te
hago
sentir
if 2SG.ACC make.1SG feel.INF
‘If I make you feel sad, […]’

triste, […]
sad

A STIM-oriented example is shown in (18a), repeated here as (36). Again, the construction does not contribute any score. STIM is in the nominative, while EXP is
unexpressed, scoring for STIM-oriented. Also on the lexical level, the expression
counts as STIM-oriented, as a null experiencer is lower on the accessibility hierarchy than the pronominal (and clausal) STIM.
(36)

Stimulus-oriented, German
Also ist es keine
große
Überraschung, dass einige
COMP
some.NOM
thus is it no.NOM big.NOM surprise.NOM
gute
Konzepte
herumliegen.
good.NOM concepts.NOM lie.around.PRS.3PL
‘Thus, it is not a big surprise that some good concepts are lying around.’

The overall distribution of these three classes in our dataset, i.e. how many constructions scored highest for EXP-oriented, STIM-oriented, or balanced, is shown in
Table 2.
Table : Global distribution of classes of psych expressions.

N
Proportion

EXP-oriented

STIM-oriented

Balanced


.


.


.
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We see a clear trend towards EXP-oriented psych constructions (64% of the
dataset), with less frequent balanced and STIM-oriented ones (18% each). The result
itself being expected, the approach is innovative insofar, as it does not rely on
single lexemes or single properties of psych constructions, but includes syntactic
and lexical properties of a variety of constructions. Thus, the result of this
approach provides a usage-based and more naturalistic insight into the distribution of classes of psychological expressions, and shows that across concepts,
languages, lexemes, and constructions, we ﬁnd a strong trend towards making the
experiencer prominent and at the same time avoiding a prominent stimulus.

4 The influence of language and concept on the
psych expression
This section examines in more detail the influence that the languages and concepts
have on the properties of the psych construction. Our dataset containing a variety
of different constructions for 12 semantic psych concepts from seven different
languages allows us to assess how crosslinguistically stable psych constructions
are and how much they depend on the semantics of the psych concept.
We begin by comparing the construction types as introduced in Section 3
(cf. Figure 2). Figure 9 shows the distribution of the main construction types across
languages (left) and concepts (right).
Looking at the distributions of constructions across languages, we see minor
differences, the overall distribution being very similar across the seven languages

Figure 9: Construction types by language and concept.
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in the dataset. Transitive and reflexive verbs, predicative adjective, as well as
attributive adjectives (to a lesser extent) are the most common types of psych
constructions in all languages. Minor deviations to this trend can be observed in
Dutch which favors predicative adjectives over transitive constructions. Although
nominal psych expression are generally less frequent compared to verbal and
adjectival ones, Russian shows a slightly higher proportion of nominal constructions than the other languages. Together with BCS and Dutch, Russian also has a
weaker difference between the frequency of transitive and reflexive verbs, whereas
the other languages generally show a stronger preference for transitive constructions over reflexive ones.
In contrast, the right plot in Figure 9 shows that the concept has a much greater
impact on the type of construction than the language. The concepts like, LOVE,
HATE, ENJOY are the concepts with the strongest preference towards verbal construction. HATE and LOVE are the two concepts with the clearest trend for transitive
verbs, while ENJOY and LIKE are more frequently expressed by other types of verbal
constructions. FEAR, HAPPY, INTERESTED, WORRY are those concepts that are mainly
expressed by predicative but not attributive adjectives (in addition to verbal
constructions in some cases). FEAR is the psych concept with the highest number of
nominal constructions. The remaining four concepts, BORED, SAD, SURPRISE, UPSEt (in
red), are the least verbal concepts in the dataset with a strong crosslinguistic
preference to be expressed as adjectives. Thus, Figure 9 suggests that the concept
is generally more important for the syntactic realization of a psych expression than
the language.
We use random forest (Breiman 2001) to test this ﬁnding, as well as the
following ﬁndings discussed in this section.11 The random forest method combines
a large number of weaker tree classiﬁers. The trees are ﬁtted to subportions of the
dataset, each using a subset of the predictors. The forest then combines them into a
larger, stronger classiﬁer. This approach, like other tree-based models, has several
practical advantages (Breiman 2001; Strobl et al. 2009). Since it uses only a subset
of predictors to train each of the trees, it is much more resilient to collinearity than
other regression methods. For the same reason, it is also less prone to overﬁtting
the data. In our case, the model uses a large number of classiﬁcation trees to
predict the dependent variable from language and concept.12 To evaluate model
performance we used accuracy and kappa scores. Accuracy is given by the number

11 For a similar use of random forests to explain the variation found in certain psych verb
constructions in Dutch, see Pijpops and Speelman (2017).
12 The random forest was ﬁtted using the ranger package for R (Wright and Ziegler 2017). We used
grid search to optimize the meta-parameters of the model. The ﬁnal values were: mtry 6, split rule
gini, and min node size 6.
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of correct predictions divided by the total number of predicted items. The kappa
score corresponds to the accuracy above random chance of the model. Intuitively,
if a classiﬁer has an accuracy of 50% and only two classes with the same number of
items for each class, the classiﬁer is performing at chance level. However, an
accuracy of 50% for a classiﬁer predicting 10 classes is performing much better
than chance (in that case, an accuracy of 10% would be at chance level).
Thus, we fitted a random forest predicting the construction type from concept
and language. The performance of the fitted model was reasonably high (accuracy = 0.49, kappa = 0.37), given that we distinguished between nine different
construction types and given that no further semantic or discourse pragmatic
information was included. Beyond the accuracy of the classiﬁer, the important
property here is that the model allows for an evaluation of the importance of each
predictor variable.13 The result is shown in Figure 10. The variable importance
corresponds to a ranking from the most important variable to predict the construction type to the least important one. The values in Figure 10 are normalized,
i.e. the most important factor is assigned the value 100 and the least important one
the value 0. The model conﬁrms that the concepts are overall more important
predictors for the construction type than languages. Only Dutch (nl) with rank
seven out of 19, and to a lesser extent French (fr) with rank 10, appear to be a better
predictor than the other languages, which may be due to the high number of
adjectives and the relatively low number of verbs used for psych constructions in
Dutch, and the relatively low number of intransitive verbs in French.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the three classes (EXP-oriented, STIM-oriented, balanced) across the seven languages (left) and 12 concepts (right); it
conﬁrms that the distribution of psych expression classes, although not identical,
is very stable across languages. However, while most of the concepts are strongly
EXP-oriented (in blue), SURPRISE and BORED are two counter-examples to this trend
in two different ways. BORED disfavors balanced constructions with a weak trend
towards STIM-oriented ones, whereas SURPRISE shows rather weak overall
preference.
Another random forest was fitted to examine the importance of concept and
language to predict the class that the psych expression belongs to. The model’s
performance is similar to the previous one (accuracy = 0.67, kappa = 0.24) with a
higher accuracy because it only predicts one of three classes (EXP-oriented, STIMoriented, balanced) from language and concept. Figure 12 shows the variable
importance for concepts and languages to predict the class of a psych expression.
13 Because the classiﬁer uses a subset of the predictors to ﬁt each tree, it compares the performance of each tree, given the missing predictors. Predictor (or variable) importance is thus given
by how much better the classiﬁer performs when we include that predictor.
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Figure 11: Class by language and concept.
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Figure 12: Class: Variable importance of concepts and languages.

In this case, the difference between the importance of concept versus language is
even clearer: all concepts are ranked higher than all languages. This also shows
that the classiﬁcation of psych constructions into EXP-oriented, STIM-oriented, and
balanced is a valid classiﬁcation in the sense that it does not rely much on
language-speciﬁc properties of the construction.
Having shown that the types of psych construction are relatively stable across
the languages in the dataset but show a high degree of variation across concepts
leads to the question of how similar the different concepts are in terms of the
realization of EXP and STIM. Figures 13 and 15 give an overview of the main syntactic
realizations of the experiencer and the stimulus across languages and concepts,
respectively.
In Figure 13, we see again that there are only minor differences in the distribution of syntactic realizations across languages, but greater differences across
concepts. The concepts LOVE, LIKE, UPSET, HATE, FEAR, ENJOY are the ones with the
strongest preference for nominative experiencers. LOVE, LIKE, BORED have the
highest proportion of datives, and UPSET, INTERESTED, HAPPY, SAD, SURPRISE most
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Figure 14: Realization of EXP: Variable importance of concepts and languages.
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accusatives. The concepts BORED, SURPRISE leave EXP most frequently unexpressed,
which relates to them to their class preference as well (cf. Figure 11, and cf.
Figure 12, showing those two concepts as most important predictors).
The random forest fitted to predict the syntactic realization (EXP) from the
concepts and the languages (accuracy = 0.67, kappa = 0.38) reveals a tendency
similar to what the properties discussed so far in this section showed. In Figure 14,
we see the ranking of the concepts and languages as predictors; again, concepts
are generally much better predictors than the languages. Only Spanish (es) appears to differ from the other languages in that it is a slightly more important
predictor for the syntactic realization of the experiencer. Spanish may stand out
from the other languages in that respect because of its relatively higher number of
dative experiencers (cf. Figure 13).
Figure 15 shows the syntactic realization patterns of STIM, being very similar
across languages with stronger differences across concepts. The concepts SURPRISE
and BORED have the highest proportion of nominative STIM, while HATE, LOVE, LIKe,
and to a lesser extent ENJOY, have the strongest preference for accusative marking.
INTERESTED and WORRY show dominant oblique realizations of STIM, and the
last group, FEAR, HAPPY, SAD most often leave STIM syntactically unexpressed.
The random forest ﬁtted (accuracy = 0.52, kappa = 0.38) to predict the syntactic
realization of STIM again conﬁrms the clear difference between concepts and
languages: all concepts are higher ranked and thus more important predictors
than the languages (Figure 16).
Having established that the properties of psych expressions vary to a
considerably greater extent across concepts than across languages leads to the

Figure 15: Syntactic realization of STIM by language and concept.
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realization: Variable importance of concepts and languages.

question of how those 12 concepts relate to each other in terms of their syntactic
and lexical realizations. Figure 17 visualizes the distance between concepts using
multidimensional scaling (MDS) and means clustering. Multidimensional scaling
is used here to represent the similarity between concepts as their distance in two
dimensions, i.e. the ﬁve parameters that were used to compare concepts are
compressed into two dimensions visualized as the x and the y-axis in Figure 17.14
The distance measures for MDS are calculated on the basis of the following
properties of the psych expressions belonging to each concept: the construction
and the syntactic as well the lexical realization of EXP and STIM. The additional
clustering was performed on the basis of class information to examine how well
our three-way class distinctions represent the distance between concepts using the
full set of information.

14 Multidimensional scaling was introduced as principal coordinates analysis in Gower (1966)
and has since been used for crosslinguistic analysis, e.g. Croft and Poole (2008).
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Figure 17: MDS and k-means clustering of the 12 psych concepts.

We can see in Figure 17 that the ﬁrst dimension can distinguish between three
main groups, while the second dimension sets apart SURPRISE and BORED from the
otherwise similar concepts UPSET, HAPPY, and SAD in dimension 1. K-means clustering using class information only ﬁnds an optimal number of four clusters, with
the members of each clusters also being the ones that are close to each other in the
two-dimensional MDS-plane.15
Both MDS and k-means clustering validate the qualitative results presented so
far. We can distinguish between four clusters of psych predicates: the ﬁrst one
contains LIKE, HATE, LOVE the three concepts with the largest proportion of transitive
constructions and nominative EXP. The second cluster consists of BORED, SURPRISE,
which pattern together in that they have the lowest proportion of nominative EXP
and leave the latter implicit in more than 50% of the cases. The third cluster, SAD,
HAPPY, UPSET, FEAR, shows a strong preference for adjectival constructions, has
relatively high proportions of accusative EXP and the highest proportion of implicit
STIM. The remaining cluster, consisting of ENJOY, INTERESTED, and WORRY, are
15 The optimal number of clusters in Figure 17 was based on the elbow, the silhouette, and the
gap statistics methods as proposed for cluster validation in Kassambara (2017: 131–137). K-means
clustering using the ﬁve parameters also results in an optimal number of four clusters, the distribution of concepts in the clusters being identical to the one shown in Figure 17.
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concepts with a relatively high proportion of nominative EXP in reﬂexive constructions and with a high number of oblique STIM. Figure 17 also shows that using
the class of the psych concept as a measure of distance-based similarity leads to
similar results as using the ﬁve measures in the left plot. This means that the
classiﬁcation of psych predicates presented in Section 3.4 is valid in that it captures
the relevant clusters of psych predicates that we ﬁnd using a larger number of
factors with more ﬁne-grained distinctions.

5 Discussion
Although our approach is less theoretical than some of the previous literature on
psych predicates, our data confirms a number of earlier findings and points to new
perspectives that need to receive more attention in future studies on psych expressions. We will briefly mention these findings in this section.
Starting with the expression of EXP, Bossong (1998) and Haspelmath (2001)
note that European languages show a higher preference for expressing EXP as an
agent in a transitive construction, i.e. as nominative. Our study conﬁrms that
experiencers are encoded as nominative in most of the cases in all seven languages. Our results are not identical but similar to the ones in Kutscher (2009: 236)
for German, namely nominative EXP in 35% of the cases. Our dataset has about 60%
nominative EXP for German (including nominative EXP in non-verbal psych expressions) and about 30% transitive constructions (cf. Figures 9 and 13), pointing
to a similar distribution of nominative experiencers in transitive constructions as
found in Kutscher (2009). While this nominative preference for experiencers may
be stronger than in Non-European languages, transitive psych predicates with
nominative experiencers can hardly count as general default in the languages
studied here. Speciﬁcally, we also showed that such preferences are strongly
dependent on the psych concepts, with LOVE, UPSET, HATE having the strongest
nominative EXP preference, while WORRY, BORED, SURPRISE mark EXP as nominative
relatively rarely (cf. Figure 13).
On the other hand, specifically for emotive psych expressions, Haspelmath
(2001) argued that they are predominantly expressed by experiencer-object constructions in the languages of Europe. The data of Kutscher (2009: 236–237),
however, strongly suggests that this is not the case. Our data conﬁrms the latter
position: Comparing the expressions of EXP across our 12 emotive psych concepts,
accusative, dative, and oblique realizations of the experiencer are not more
frequent or dominant compared to the nominative (cf. Figure 13).
Another finding that can confirm earlier studies is the crosslinguistic distribution of dative experiencers. For instance, Bossong (1998) notes that such
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“inverse” constructions are very dominant in Russian; Miglio et al. (2013) make a
similar case for Spanish. Indeed, in our dataset, Spanish and Russian, together
with BCS, are the languages with the highest proportion of dative experiencers
(cf. Figure 9).
Having shown the varieties of psych expressions attested in language use in
Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, Section 3.4 proposed a way to derive a more compact and
general classiﬁcation of psych expressions into EXP-oriented, STIM-oriented, and
balanced ones, based on the syntactic and lexical prominence of EXP and STIM in
each expression. Our results of psych expressions being predominantly EXP-oriented (around 60%) in all languages (cf. Figure 11) conﬁrms earlier ﬁndings in
empirical and crosslinguistic studies as in Kutscher (2009: 243), who notes that the
experiencer is generally, i.e. across languages and across constructions more
“important” (or prominent) than the stimulus, which, according to Kutscher (2009:
243), has independently been motivated in psycho-physiological research on
control and emotions.
We do, however, also find that the concepts BORED and SURPRISE go against this
trend being predominantly STIM-oriented or having no strong preference for either
of the three orientations, respectively (cf. Figure 11). This, together with the general
ﬁndings in Section 4, namely that the concepts have a much stronger impact on the
syntactic (and lexical) realization of psych expressions than language-speciﬁc
constraints, relates to an important point also made in other crosslinguistic studies
of psych predicates in European languages (e.g. Cosma and Engelberg 2014;
Engelberg 2018; Kutscher 2009): Despite a high degree of intra-linguistic variation
in terms of available psych constructions, we ﬁnd similar patterns across languages depending on the psych predicate. Our study goes one step further in that it
does not rely on single lexemes but language-independently deﬁned semantic
concepts. The fact that we still ﬁnd concept-speciﬁc construction and realization
preferences across languages means that there are substantial tendencies across
languages that differ across concepts, and it corroborates the need for a ﬁnegrained syntactic/semantic account of psych predicates, given that psych expressions do not behave in a homogeneous way.
Light verb constructions, especially transitive constructions with ‘have’, ‘find’,
‘feel’, etc. are arguably less relevant for theoretical discussions concerned with
argument linking in psych expressions or with the systematic relation between
argument structure and semantic (aspectual, causative, and agentive) properties
of the psych expression. However, as this study was concerned with the distribution of constructions in language use, we found that light verbs are fairly
frequently used for psych expressions; in Dutch, the language with highest light
verb proportion, they are used in around 25% of all case. Also German, the other
Germanic language in our dataset, has a relatively high number of light verb
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constructions; less so the three Romance languages (French, Spanish, Portuguese), and the two Slavic languages, Russian and BCS, where light verb constructions are relatively infrequent. This finding can partially confirm the
statement in Haspelmath (2001: 64) that predicative constructions using the verb
‘have’ are typical for psych expressions in “Standard Average European”, and it
also suggests that light verb constructions and analytical psych expressions in
general need to be included in an account of psych expressions.
We now turn to the expression of the stimulus. Previous studies have mainly
focused on the syntactic realization of the experiencer (some exceptions being
Cosma and Engelberg 2014; Haspelmath 2001; Klein and Kutscher 2005; Kutscher
2009). In this study, we examined the realization of both arguments in an equal
way, which showed that the realization of STIM also seems very stable across
languages, with stronger differences across concepts (cf. Figure 15). Haspelmath
(2001: 66) notes that in reﬂexive and resultative constructions (i.e. ‘be bored,
surprised’, treated here as predicative adjective constructions), STIM has to be
expressed as an oblique argument or adjunct, since such constructions express EXP
as nominative and do not allow for an accusative argument. Our results conﬁrm
that for most of the concepts that are often expressed by predicative adjectives,
INTERESTED, UPSET, HAPPY, BORED, SAD, SURPRISE (cf. Figure 9), STIM is predominantly
expressed as oblique or left implicit (cf. Figure 15). The same holds for WORRY,
which is the concept with the strongest proportion of reﬂexive constructions in our
dataset. Our data also showed that clausal stimuli are a minor but not irrelevant
pattern in all seven languages. While a further examination of the properties of
such stimuli lies beyond the scope of this paper, their distribution in our dataset
shows the need for a more detailed discussions of clausal stimuli, similarly to the
ones in Cosma and Engelberg (2014), Pijpops and Speelman (2017).

6 Conclusion
We proposed a quantitative crosslinguistic approach to examine the expression of
psychological predicates. Using a corpus of parallel subtitles, our analysis is based
on naturalistic data in seven languages. The corpus allowed us to directly compare
the psych expressions used in the same contexts across languages. Instead of
selecting specific lexemes for the analysis, we defined language-independent
concepts and extracted sets of parallel expressions of those concepts in the seven
languages.
We showed that such a usage-based approach reveals a much higher degree of
variation in the expression of psychological predicates than is traditionally
considered in the literature. Instead of focusing on psych verbs only, we included
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adjectival, nominal, and adverbial psych expressions classifying them according
to the type of construction as well as the syntactic and lexical realization of the
experiencer and the stimulus.
We addressed the question of whether intra-linguistic preferences or concepts
can account for the variation found in psych expression. Using random forest
classifiers, we showed that single concepts are more strongly associated with
certain types of constructions than single languages. This means, at least for the
seven European languages tested, the realization of a psychological expression
heavily depends on the concept but is very stable across languages.
In addition to this fine-grained distinction of psych constructions we proposed
a three-way classification of psych expressions into experiencer-oriented, stimulus-oriented, or balanced. We based this measure on the syntactic and lexical
prominence of the experiencer and the stimulus, using the case and accessibility
hierarchies to determine which argument was more prominent or whether both
were equally prominent. We could confirm that most psych expressions are
experiencer-oriented (more prominent experiencer) across languages, with an
equal proportion of stimulus-oriented (more prominent stimulus) and balanced
(no difference in prominence between experiencer and stimulus) constructions.
However, we also showed that this distribution, as the one of constructions, varies
greatly across different concepts. We also showed that this compressed, three-way
classification led to a similar grouping of the 12 psych predicates as using the entire
set of variables annotated, being able to capture most of the variation in expressions across different psych concepts.
What we showed with this paper is a novel quantitative approach to psych
expressions, taking into account the distribution of psych constructions in language use. This approach is in principle extendable to other languages; future
work with more support from languages outside of Europe will help to assess the
crosslinguistic validity of our findings.

Abbreviations
ACC
AUX
COMP
DAT
EXPL
F
GEN
IMPER
INF

accusative
auxiliary
complementizer
dative
expletive
feminine
genitive
imperative
inﬁnitive
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INSTR
IRR
NEG
NOM
OBL
PL
PRS
PST
PTCL
PTCP
REFL
REL
SG
VOC
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instrumental
irrealis
negation
nominative
oblique
plural
present
past
verbal particle
participle
reﬂexive
relativizer
singular
vocative
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